BlueWalker GmbH with extended product range at CeBIT
PowerWalker UPS systems and inverters
NEW professional PowerWalker series for 3-phase power grid
With the PowerWalker VFI TP 3/3 series BlueWalker extends the model variety of UPS for
professional use. Available as single units with 20kVA, 30kVA und 40kVA and with the ability to
connect up to 8 single units in parallel system, installations of up to 320 kVA can be protected.
Configured for N+X redundant operation system availability of nearly 100% can be achieved.
Each model size is obtainable with already integrated rechargeable batteries (BI), with housing
prepared to install batteries but batteries not included (BE) and as UPS engine (BX) with the
opportunity to connect separate battery module or external battery bank. In parallel/redundant
operation the battery bank can be used by several UPS at same time. This allows reducing the initial
installation cost.
More details on PowerWalker website (http://powerwalker.com/online-3.asp)

PowerWalker Inverter with integrated charger
With the PowerWalker Inverter series BlueWalker offers a cost effective alternative backup solution
for many applications where specialized functions of a UPS are not required but often long battery
backup times is wanted.
Available with output power of 1000 VA, 2000 VA, 3000VA and 5000 VA., where both bigger models
offer pure sine-wave output. All models include a powerful charger module that is able to charge
even high capacity batteries in short time.
The inverter can be powered from power grid or by an AC-generator. An application with alternative
power sources like renewable energy systems (solar-, wind-, water-energy) is also possible.
More details on PowerWalker website (http://powerwalker.com/inverter.asp)

PowerWalker Standby/Offline UPS for APFC power supplies
For home and office applications BlueWalker offers a new Offline UPS series. Equipped with a
technique, that allows using the full power of the UPS, even when used with APFC power supply load.
Usually it is required to oversize a UPS to ensure secure backup when connecting an APFC power
supply. With the implemented new technology this is not needed. Connecting same APFC load it’s
now possible to choose smaller cost-effective UPS (e.g. PowerWalker VFD 600 APFC instead of usual
offline or line interactive 1000 VA model). Besides the lower purchase price it also saves energy cost
due to it lower own power consumption.
Equipped with 6 Schuko-Type outlets or 6 French Schuko-Type outlets (all with surge protection, 4
with battery backup) these models can be used like a power strip. A special battery compartment
enables an easy exchange of the rechargeable battery by the user.
More details on PowerWalker website (http://powerwalker.com/offline.asp)

About BlueWalker
BlueWalker GmbH is an established professional supplier for PowerWalker UPS systems and
inverters. The product portfolio reaches from models for home use over devices for corporate
environment up to professional systems for server installations. A wide range of accessories enables
the use for many different scenarios. PowerWalker provides secure, reliable and cost effective
solutions for all UPS applications. Especially the professional model series with RT (rack / tower)
design combines secure protection with optimized use of space, premium energy efficiency, high
connectivity and excellent cost-benefit ratio.
More details on PowerWalker website (http://powerwalker.com/index.html)
Or just visit the BlueWalker team in hall 14 stand L18 at CeBIT

Power Walker, your reliable protection!
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